Abstract-Recognizing handwritten letters is one of the important issues that have always been a major challenge in the field of computer vision. To have a better performance of letter identifying systems, one of the primary requirements is to select characteristics that explain a good word picture. Another challenge is the choice of an appropriate method for machine learning, which could be able to separate explanatory features of the characters, effectively. On the other hand, when the data set is small, the training process will be very difficult and error rate will increase. In this paper, Deep Belief Network Learning method is applied to identify Persian numbers. In deep learning method, raw data can be used as network`s input; in fact deep learning can perform feature extraction and classification of data, at the same time. Every picture`s pixels is changed into a horizontal vector and used for the training step of deep belief network. Although, utilized datasets for training and testing of the network are not huge, in the evaluation section, acceptable results obtained.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recognition of handwritten letters is one of the most common topics in the field of machine learning and it is applied in different applications, such as analysis of handwritten documents, intelligent systems, like mobile phones and tablets as well as processing of banking receipts [1] . Many methods have been presented to identify the Latin alphabet and commercial versions of some can be seen in new intelligent systems. These mentioned methods have high accuracy for recognition of Latin letters. To recognize numbers and letters in Arabic and Persian languages, various methods have been presented so far. To achieve better accuracy of letter recognition, it is necessary that in the feature extraction best features will be selected and also for the preprocessing part, the best technique will be applied.. Letters detection system designers focus on creating features that create the highest distinction in data and there is no effort to design new classifications [2] . In recent years, due to the use of deep structures for unsupervised training of models, a revolution occurred in research related to machine learning. In unsupervised training approach for features, there is no label for training data, so neurons are hierarchically placed in the deep architecture. In deep learning, each layer learns a representation of the previous layer with the aim of modeling various factors of various distributions, which exist behind the data. In this paper, deep belief network will be used for recognition of Farsi numbers, which is a special type of deep learning structure that can gradually learn a complex structure of data by learning its probable distribution. Raw pixels of the image can be considered as the input of the network, therefore network can learn a representation of appropriate features in the next layers. Network learning can be done in two steps; unsupervised and then supervised learning. Deep belief network has been applied for different applications, such as facial expression recognition. Deep belief network makes a beliefs network, which has a lot of hidden layers and every layer is trained greedily and unsupervised. Then the obtained architecture will be reformed in a supervised way, by descent gradient method [3] .
II. RELATED WORKS [4] presented a method for feature extraction which is based on geometric calculations to identify the numbers written in Farsi. For data classification, the authors used k nearest neighbors and reported the results of implementation on the Hoda dataset. In [5] , a method based on the discrete Fourier coefficients for feature extraction is used and the vector of extracted features is trained by support vector machine and the results of implementation on the Hoda dataset are reported. In [6] , 2DLDA 1 method is used for extracting features of dataset images. In the paper mentioned, machine learning method has been used to classify the K nearest neighbors for data 1 Two-Dimensional Linear Discriminant Analysis classification. The reported results are about the datasets which are prepared by authors. In [7] , features that act like the visual cortex of the brain are used to extract features of image. For feature extraction, a method is used in which, 5 layers of the visual cortex of brain are simulated to understand the image, then the support vector machine is used to learn the extracted features. In the mentioned paper, the proposed method is tested on Hoda Farsi numbers' dataset and MNIST Latin numbers' dataset and then, they have been compared with HMAX model. In [8] , deep belief network is used to produce facial expressions in Animation software and changes of face are applied on the images with the help of deep belief network. In [9] , deep belief network is used by Behboudi to classify the images. Also, in [10] deep belief network with a network of sensors are used to detect the health of structures. The proposed method has been successfully tested in the application of aircraft engine health diagnosis and satisfactory results obtained. In [1], the deep belief network is used for the detection of Bengali letters and good results have been obtained.
III. DEEP BELIEF NETWORK
Deep belief network is first presented in [11] by Mr. Haln and colleagues. Deep Belief Network is a multi-layered neural network that can act as a generator probabilistic model, which composed of several layers of probable hidden variables and a visible layer [12] . Restricted Boltzmann machine forms the main part of deep belief network [13] , which will be discussed in the following section.
A. Restricted Boltzmann Machine
Restricted Boltzmann machine does not have a deep structure. It is composed of two probable binary layers: hidden layer of H and visible layer of V. As it can be seen in the Restricted Boltzmann machine is an energy-based model. In any configuration, some energy is allocated to the dependency between variables. Energy for every configuration is obtained by equation (1):
In equation (1) W is a matrix w hich represents the weight of the links, b is Bias vector of the visible layer and C is Bias vector of the hidden layer. The probability for a given configuration is calculated from equation (2):
In which
, because there is no relation between layers units in any level of layers. In two layers above, regardless of other layers, equations (3) and (4) can be considered:
In which σ is the logistic sigmoid function and ( ) ( ) 
Sampling of distribution model in Restricted Boltzmann
Machine can be performed by Gibbs sampling [15] . Initialization of all units and updating of two layers are frequently done by equations (3) and (4) . During the training phase of an energy-based model, energy of more likely areas in the state space reduce and is added to areas with less likelihood to obtain the probability distribution model.
Maximum Likelihood of learning in Restricted Boltzmann
Machine is calculated by equation (5): 
In the equations above, . n shows an average which is calculated for each layer after assigning input data to visible layers and doing n updates.
B. Deep Belief Network
Deep belief network is the generator of multi-layered probabilistic model and each layer is composed of random binary unit. Fig. 2 shows an overview of the structure of the deep belief network. As it can be seen in this Fig. 2 
Probability of activation of a unit in layers (except for the first two layers) is conditionally independent from the state of other units, which are placed directly on the layer above and is calculated by equation (8):
Deep belief network can produce samples by Gibbs sampling from two top layers 1
( 1 h − and 1 h are updated frequently using equations (3) and (4) until obtaining a constant distribution). Then sampling of the lower layers is done using equation (8) until reaching a visible layer.
C. Training of Deep Belief Network
Deep belief network only consists of two layers: Visible layer and a hidden layer. Two layers are connected to each other without any direction and it is trained as a restricted Boltzmann machine. New layer is placed on top of previous layer and bilateral relationship that exists between two top layers changes to a top to bottom relationship (directly from the hidden layer to the visible layer of restricted Boltzmann machine). (Fig. 4-A) . The next layers will be added to the previous layers and then connect to its lower layers without any direction. Two top layers which are placed on the top, are again trained as a Restricted Boltzmann Machine (Fig. 4-B) . It is necessary that by using equation (9), samples of data be implemented by the layers of deep belief network and some samples be received by Visible layer of current Boltzmann machine, so that new restricted Boltzmann machine can produce observable data.
IV. THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Nahvi and colleagues' dataset [16] is utilized in this paper to investigate the efficiency of deep belief network in order to recognize Farsi letters. The mentioned dataset contains 8600 images of handwritten digits which are written by 300 individuals. Pictures have a resolution of 300 dpi and the size of each image is 40 × 40 and also Pixels of images are binary. In Fig. 3 , examples of figures can be seen. In this paper, for deep belief network training phase, 6,000 samples considered and also for testing 2,600 samples are used. Deep belief network which is used in this study, receives raw data for training and testing (Feature extraction step is not performed). Furthermore, it has a 10-800-800-1600 structure.
The existence images are in the binary form, by putting pixels together, a horizontal vector is made and these obtained vectors enter the network as its input. In Table 1 , there are the results of classification by belief system with results obtained from other studies as well to compare. [20] is approximately (60000 samples for training and 20,000 samples for testing) which is about 10 times bigger than the dataset used for training and testing of deep belief system. Images in the Hoda dataset are of varied sizes and because in the method used in this paper, image pixels are given to the network as raw data, mentioned data has not been used in this study.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, deep belief network is used to recognize handwritten Farsi numbers. In the mentioned method, data entered to deep belief system as raw input and without any preprocessing or extraction phase. In fact, image pixels are considered as a row vector and input for the network. The results of implementation show that the applied method has an acceptable efficacy. In case of using larger datasets for training, this method will have a better performance. Therefore, in the future Hoda dataset will be used along with a preprocessing for training of deep belief system. 
